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Editor's Note: This article is Part II of a four-part series covering flatness and stability in cut-to-length, slitting, and tension leveling operations. This article discusses flattening solutions and the anatomy of a bend. Part I, which appeared in the October issue of The FABRICATOR®, discussed how flat-rolled metal gets unflat; Part III in the December issue will address how coil processors can make metal flat so it stays that way; and Part IV in the January 2003 issue will discuss new applications and options in leveling equipment.
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Metallurgically, most metals that coil processors deal with act similarly, as does the equipment used to fabricate those metals.
A stress-strain curve, such as the curve plotted for carbon steel in Figure 1, shows the relationship between the force on a metal and the metal's change in dimension. The vertical axis in Figure 1 represents the amount of stress, or force, on the metal; the horizontal axis represents the amount of strain, or elongation or stretch.

The metal stretches like elastic or rubber in the elastic range. The graph in Figure 2 illustrates that 1 pound of pull, or stress, always causes the same amount of stretch, or strain, for a given metal and cross section. Two pounds of pull results in twice that much stretch. If we pull it any amount up to the yield point and let go, it snaps back to its original shape, like a rubber band.
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*Figure 1*
This chart shows the relationship between the force on a metal and the metal's change in dimension. The vertical axis represents the amount of stress, or force, on the metal; the horizontal axis represents the amount of strain, or elongation or stretch.
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*Figure 2*
Metal stretches like elastic or rubber in the elastic range. One pound of pull causes the same number of thousandths of an inch of stretch, or strain, for a given metal and cross section every time. Two pounds of pull results in twice that much stretch. If we pull it any amount up to its yield point and let go, it snaps back to its original shape, like a rubber band. Once the metal exceeds its yield point, it's in the plastic range. Then, when the metal is stretched and then released, it springs back slightly, but not to zero.

Flatteners and levelers (as well as roll formers and press brakes) don't make any permanent change in the shape of the metal if its yield point isn't exceeded. The metal goes right back to where it was, like an old-fashioned screen door spring.

Once the metal is stressed past the yield point, it's in the plastic range (see Figure 2). What happens when the metal is stretched into the plastic range and then released? It does not go back to its original form. It may spring back slightly, but not back to zero.

Metal stretched past its yield point results in a permanent change in shape, or permanent set. This occurs in a flattener, leveler, or press brake die. It's also what has happened to a "sprung" machine frame.

If material is pulled or stressed past its yield strength all the way to the ultimate tensile strength (see Figure 1), it will fracture or break. That is exactly what happens when we slit, stamp, or saw metal. It's also what happens when a crankshaft or die breaks.
Rules of Thumb

The rule of thumb for eliminating simple coil set is to stretch the upper and lower surfaces an amount equal to two yield strains (see Figure 3), or twice the distance from zero to the yield point. This produces permanent yielding in the outer 20 percent or so of the top and bottom surfaces of the metal. The central 80 percent of the thickness remains unchanged. Thus, coil set elimination is strictly a surface issue.

The rule of thumb for eliminating crossbow is to stretch the upper and lower surfaces an amount equal to four or five yield strains past the zero point (see Figure 4). Poisson’s ratio for steel is about 0.3. To get enough crosswise elongation to eliminate crossbow, the surfaces must be elongated lengthwise 1 divided by 0.3, or about three times as far past yield. This is how we get the four to five yield strain rule.

This produces permanent yielding in the outer 80 percent or so of the top and bottom surfaces, with only the central core -- 20 percent -- remaining in the elastic range.

The rule of thumb for eliminating buckles or waves on a leveler is the same -- four or five yield strains. The difference is in the leveler’s adjustable roll bend, which flatteners don’t have.

Leveling Other Metals

Based on the flattener or leveler manufacturer’s capacity specifications for processing steel, can you also process other metals at the same yield strength and thickness? Don’t assume that you can! Aluminum that has the same yield strength as steel, for example, requires more horsepower to level it.

Aluminum is more elastic than steel, so it stretches more than steel would with the same amount of force (see Figure 5); that is, it has a different modulus of elasticity. A flattener or leveler must be set deeper than for steel because aluminum must be stretched farther to get past its yield point.

Figure 3
The rule of thumb for eliminating simple coil set is to stretch the upper and lower surfaces two yield strains, or twice the distance to the yield point. This produces permanent yielding in the outer 20 percent or so of the top and bottom surfaces of the metal.

Figure 4
The rule of thumb for eliminating crossbow is to stretch the outer surfaces to four or five yield strains. To get enough crosswise elongation to eliminate crossbow, the surfaces must be elongated lengthwise three times as far. This produces permanent yielding in the outer 80 percent or so of the top and bottom surfaces with only the central core -- 20 percent -- remaining in the elastic range.
Here’s the rub: Horsepower can be described as how hard and how far metal is stretched in a given period of time. Stretching aluminum farther at the same line speed and yield strength takes more horsepower. The structural load on the machine will be the same, but the horsepower must be greater. Ask the manufacturer of your leveling equipment before testing its limits on aluminum.

The Bending Process

The bend radius of the metal going through a flattener or a leveler is determined by the machine’s roll configuration, diameters, and spacing.

Metals are basically crystalline in structure. However, engineers talk about the inner, outer, and central, or neutral, fibers because it helps us to visualize what’s going on (see Figure 6).

What happens when flat-rolled metal is bent over a roll or die? Its outer surface, or outer fibers, is elongated enough to exceed the metal’s yield point; otherwise, no permanent change will have been made.

The center of the cross section, the neutral fiber, is neither stretched nor compressed. The farther the surface fibers are from this neutral fiber, the more elongation or compression will occur for a given bend radius. That is simple geometry.

At some distance from the neutral centerline on the top and bottom of the bend the material yield point is exceeded and the material is in the plastic range. The middle is still in the elastic, or “springy,” range.

Effect of Thickness

The amount of elongation for the bend over the radius resulting from a particular roll configuration is a function of the distance of the metal’s surface from the neutral fiber. The thinner the metal, the less surface yielding occurs -- to the point at which no yielding and no change occur.

The thinner the metal, the less is the distance from the upper and lower surfaces to the neutral fiber and the less surface yielding occurs -- to the point at which no yielding and no permanent change in shape or flatness occur. This is in fact the minimum thickness limit.

The thicker the metal, the greater the distance from the upper and lower surfaces to the neutral fiber, the more elongation will occur, and thus the greater the force required to make the bend. Therefore, the upper thickness capacity limit for that machine is the machine’s structural deflection under load. This becomes the maximum thickness limit.
The different colors in a computer-generated analysis of the stress or strain in a piece of metal shown in Figure 7 tell us how much force or how much stretching is involved in bending the material over a roll. Half of the material is in compression and half is in tension. A neutral fiber goes down the middle. It's just as simple as that. The stress, and therefore the strain or stretching, is completely symmetrical about the neutral center fiber.

So far we've considered only one bend. Now consider a flattener or leveler with multiple, reversing, and up-down bends. First it stretches the top and compresses the bottom. On the second bend it compresses the top and stretches the bottom, then reverses that again on the third bend, and so forth. The neutral fibers are always right down the middle. They're not stretched past their yield points, so no permanent change occurs in the center of this cross section. The change, past the yield point, is strictly a surface effect.

**Effect of Adding Tension**

Most cut-to-length or stamping press feed flattening or leveling applications are performed without tension, except possibly for steering.

Putting significant tension on the material as it goes through the flattener or leveler has the effect of moving the neutral fiber toward the inside of the bend. The added strip tension then adds to the tension in the outside of the bend and subtracts from the negative compression on the inside of the bend.

The result is less compression on the inside and more tension on the outside. The neutral fiber -- the part that's neither compressed nor stretched -- moves toward the inside radius of the bend. Why is this important?

Consider the second computer analysis as shown in Figure 8, this time with tension on the strip. This stress pattern is not symmetrical. When the material goes through a leveler or flattener under tension, the first bend gets much more tension on the top and very little compression on the bottom. In the second bend this is reversed -- very little compression on the top and a lot of tension on the bottom.

The process is reversed again and again as the material passes through the leveler. By the time the material comes out the exit end, more, or possibly all, of its cross section has exceeded the yield point, not just on the surfaces. All fibers, top to bottom and side to side, have been elongated past their yield points. This results in even flatter and more stable material. It also extends the lower capacity range of any roll configuration.

Tension-assisted flattening or leveling has been used in some cut-to-length lines and slitting lines. It forms the basis for tension leveling technology.

**Trapped Stresses and Stability**

Producer mills and subsequent processors unwind, roll, heat, cool, and rewind the metal. They're trying to control thickness, flatness, and perhaps other parameters to comply with the customer's requirements.

Unseen but very real opposing forces are trapped inside the metal. No apparent reaction may appear until we machine, stamp, or heat the metal. These processes can break or release some of the trapped opposing forces. Then the material changes shape all by itself. Sometimes the metal just relaxes.

We know that the initial trapped stresses in a coil are random and varying from head to tail and side to side. A spread-center flattener produces a surface yielding only. A close-center flattener or a leveler, without tension, at four to five yield strains overcomes the previously trapped random stresses with new but uniform stresses in all but the core fibers. With tension, a close-center flattener or leveler overcomes most or all the previously trapped random stresses top to bottom.
Note that I did not say that trapped stresses are completely eliminated in the leveling process. Trapped stresses will be more consistent and considerably reduced if we work it hard enough. The result is significantly more stable material.

If you missed parts I, III, or IV of this series and would like to read them, choose from the following links:

- [Everything you need to know about flatteners and levelers for coil processing -- Part I](#)
- [Everything you need to know about flatteners and levelers for coil processing -- Part III](#)
- [Everything you need to know about flatteners and levelers for coil processing -- Part IV](#)
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